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Abstract

We develop a discrete-choice demand model accommodating expectations-based
reference effects following Koszegi and Rabin (2006). Applying this model to panel
data on household ketchup purchases, we find substantial evidence of reference ef-
fects. We then extend this model to fully dynamic setting accomodating limited atten-
tion and forward-looking search, finding robust evidence of estimated reference effects
within this substantially richer setting. Using these estimates to explore the interac-
tion between reference effects, forward-looking search, and dynamic purchasing, we find
that allowing for reference effects substantially magnifies estimated differences between
short- and long-run price responses.

1 Introduction

There is an extensive marketing literature arguing that reference effects are important in

retail markets. This literature includes both behavioral and quantitative branches; see,

e.g., Mazumdar et al. (2005) for a detailed review of both branches. Broadly, however,

quantitative work within marketing has conceptualized reference effects in terms of internal
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reference prices: inner reference points, formed on the basis of past experience, against which

consumers judge prospective purchase prices. Prices below this reference point are perceived

as gains, while prices above are perceived as losses. Consumers may be either gain-seeking

(more sensitive to gains than losses) or loss-averse (the converse); on the whole findings

within marketing are mixed as to whether consumers are gain-seeking or loss-averse.

There is also a substantial literature on reference effects in economics, dating back at

least to Kahneman and Tversky (1979)’s work on prospect theory. Recent work in this

literature has focused on an expectations-based paradigm due to Koszegi and Rabin (2006;

2007; 2009), which models individuals as experiencing sensations of gain and loss relative to

forward-looking rational expectations over potentially multidimensional consumption bun-

dles rather than relative to a backward-looking internal reference price. In this paradigm,

reference expectations are endogenously determined by the interaction between individuals’

beliefs over uncertainty in the economic environment (e.g. prices) and their behavior upon

resolution of this uncertainty, where beliefs are correct and behavior is optimal given ref-

erence expectations. This expectations-based paradigm provides a theoretically disciplined

link between fundamental consumption utility, gain-loss effects, reference formation, and

uncertainty within a tightly specified model of economic behavior.

We extend a standard discrete choice demand model in the spirit of McFadden (1973),

Berry (1994), and Berry et al. (1995) to accommodate expectations-based reference-dependent

price effects in the spirit of Koszegi and Rabin (2006). Specifically, we assume that in addition

to fundamental consumption utility, households experience gain-loss utility driven by differ-

ences between prices they rationally expect and prices which they actually pay. Within this

framework, we show that variation in households’ reference expectations – induced, for ex-

ample, by variation in firms’ costs over time – is both necessary and sufficient to distinguish

direct price effects from indirect reference-dependent price effects. We apply this model

to household panel data on ketchup purchases, finding substantial evidence of reference-

dependent price effects in this context. Finally, we consider a fully dynamic model addi-
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tionally accommodating limited attention, intertemporal substitution, and forward-looking

search, finding that reference effects are robust to these alternative behavioral hypotheses.

Relative to the extensive marketing literature on reference effects, this study makes two

main contributions. First, to our knowledge, we are the first to apply an expectations-based

reference model in the spirit of Koszegi and Rabin (2006) in the context of discrete choice

demand estimation. As noted above, the expectations-based Koszegi and Rabin (2006)

framework endogenizes reference effects, consumption utility, and choice behavior within a

unified theoretical framework. Moreover, a number of recent studies have emerged supporting

the predictions of the expectations-based paradigm, including in particular Crawford and

Meng (2011), who show that expectations-based reference effects help to explain the labor-

supply decisions of New York City cab drivers, and a range of experimental studies including

Abeler et al. (2011), Gill and Prowse (2012), Meng (2013), and Ericson and Fuster (2011).

Second, we explicitly endogenize two potentially important alternative explanations for

reference-like behavior: forward looking search and limited attention. In practice, reference

effects are identified at least partially by disproportionate responses to either unusually low

or unusually high prices. But reference effects are not the only channel by which such dis-

proprotionate responses could arise. For instance, as is well known, if consumers search

sequentially over prices, then they optimally purchase only at prices below a dynamically

determined reservation price. More generally, in settings with differentiated products and

random utility, forward-looking search implies that consumers will tend to concentrate pur-

chases in periods where prices are low, as shown empirically by Erdem et al. (2003) and

Hendel and Nevo (2006) among others. Likewise, insofar as promotional activities such

as displays and advertisements are correlated with prices (Gentry (2016), Seiler (2013)),

one might be concerned that limited attention could give rise to disproportionately strong

purchase responses at low prices. We therefore develop a fully dynamic model accommo-

dating both limited attention and forward-looking search in addition to expectations-based

reference effects. Even in this fully dynamic framework, we find robust evidence of reference
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effects, suggesting that these are not simply reflecting omitted dynamic or attentiveness con-

cerns. To our knowledge, such formal analysis of the interaction between reference effects

and dynamics is novel in the empirical marketing literature.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data on which

our main analysis is based: a publically available1 A.C. Nielsen ERIM scanner panel data

set containing information on roughly 9000 households from two U.S. markets -- Springfield,

Missouri and Sioux Falls, South Dakota -- over 123 weeks from mid-1985 to mid-1987. It

tracks household purchases in 11 common household categories: brownies, frozen dinners,

ketchup, margarine, peanut butter, dry detergent, soup, sugar, tissue, canned tuna, and

yogurt. Following Pesendorfer (2002) and Erdem et al. (2003), we focus on the ketchup

category in our main analysis. Ketchup is a storable good which tends to be purchased

relatively infrequently. It therefore provides an ideal setting in which to explore interactions

between reference effects, limited attention, and intertemporal substitution in consumer

choice.

In Section 3, we develop the key elements of our model of choice with reference-dependent

effects in the context of a simple static logit model in the spirit of McFadden (1973), Berry

(1994), and Berry et al. (2004). Following Koszegi and Rabin (2006), we interpret reference

effects as embodying sensations of gain and loss generated by differences between the prices

households expect and those which they actually pay. We consider two classes of reference

effects: one pertaining to gains and losses at the category level, the other to gains and

losses at the product level. We first show that variation in reference distributions is both

necessary and sufficient for identification of reference effects, then estimate this model on

household ketchup purchases, finding large and significant reference effects. Interestingly,

our estimates suggest that households are loss-averse at the product level but gain-seeking

at the category level. In other words, households appear to respond disproportionately to

discounts on ketchup as a whole, while simultaneously being averse to paying more than

1http://research.chicagobooth.edu/nielsen
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expected for any given product. While the marketing literature has in general produced

ambiguous evidence on the direction of reference effects, this distinction between product-

and category-level effects is to our knowledge novel.

Finally, in Section 4, we extend our static model to a fully dynamic setting accommodat-

ing limited attention, intertemporal substitution, and forward-looking search. Attentiveness

is modeled as a latent state variable influenced by advertising, displays, time since purchase,

and lagged attentiveness, with the latter reflecting the possibility that households atten-

tive on their last store trip may be more likely to also attend on the current store trip.

Conditional on being attentive on any store trip, households observe all current prices and

optimally choose whether or not to purchase, with the continuation value of no purchase

reflecting the possibility of finding a better price next period.2 Even in this rich dynamic en-

vironment, we continue to find large and significant reference effects, validating the findings

of our static logit analysis. We then analyze counterfactual interaction between dynamic

search and reference effects, finding that reference effects substantially amplify divergence

between short-run and long-run demand responses. This is to our knowledge the first analysis

of intertemporal substitution, limited attention and reference effects within a single choice

framework, extending prior work on intertemporal substitution (Erdem et al. (2003) and

Hendel and Nevo (2006; 2013)) and limited attention (Seiler (2013), Gentry (2016)) alone.

Although our work is motivated by that of Koszegi and Rabin (2006; 2007; 2009) and

Heidhues and Koszegi (2008; 2014), our model departs from theirs in three important re-

spects. First, whereas these studies define gain-loss utility over both prices and consumption,

we define gain-loss utility over prices only. This choice reflects the fact that for goods such

as ketchup, we expect considerations such as “I paid more than I should have” or “I got a

great deal” to weigh more heavily than those such as “I consumed less ketchup than I ex-

pected.” Second, whereas Koszegi and Rabin (2006) formally consider gain-loss effects only

2In view of our hypothesis that households are only occasionally attentive, we model househols as per-
ceiving that households perceive ketchup prices are essentially i.i.d. over time. Simulations of attentiveness
paths based on our estimates confirm that most households would in fact fail to reject the null hypothesis
of price independence, helping to validate this simplifying assumption.
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over final consumption, we permit gain-loss effects with respect to both product-level and

category-level reference expectations. This principally reflects or a priori uncertainty over

the empirically relevant framing of reference effects. Finally, whereas Koszegi and Rabin

(2006) restrict attention to loss-averse preferences, we allow consumers to be either gain-

seeking or loss-averse (and for this to vary by reference domain). This is motivated by the

empirical marketing literature’s ambiguous findings on the nature of reference-dependence

in the specific empirically context we consider: frequently-purchased packaged goods.

2 Data

Our data are taken from the A.C. Nielsen ERIM scanner panel data set. This data set

is publically available3 and contains information on shopping behavior for roughly 9000

households from two U.S. markets -- Springfield, Missouri and Sioux Falls, South Dakota --

over 123 weeks from mid-1985 to mid-1987. The data set tracks household purchases in 11

common household categories: brownies, frozen dinners, ketchup, margarine, peanut butter,

dry detergent, soup, sugar, tissue, canned tuna, and yogurt. Subject of course to accurate

household record keeping, the data should capture all purchases (in all stores) in tracked

categories for each household in the sample.

Following Pesendorfer (2002) and Erdem et al. (2003), we focus on the ketchup category

in our main analysis. Ketchup is a storable good which tends to be purchased relatively

infrequently. It is therefore natural to believe that reference effects, limited attention, and

intertemporal substitution are important factors shaping household ketchup demand.

We construct our final estimation sample as follows. Since store-level price series in the

ERIM data are derived from past and current household purchases, we first drop the first

three weeks of the ERIM sample to ensure sufficient household purchases to form accurate

price series. Following Erdem et al. (2003), we then restrict attention to households satisfying

the following characteristics. First, the household must be flagged by ERIM as having

3http://research.chicagobooth.edu/nielsen
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Table 1: Frequency distribution of household characteristics by market

Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Income (in thousands) 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-75 >75

At least 4 members 16 56 141 116 47 31 11
Fewer than 4 members 72 208 195 135 73 56 5

Springfield, Missouri

Income (in thousands) 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-75 >75

At least 4 members 18 48 118 67 48 30 10
Fewer than 4 members 60 136 157 104 53 46 9

Frequency distribution for households satisfying all criteria for inclusion in our estimation
sample: flagged by ERIM as keeping consistent records, making between 4 and 16 total
ketchup purchases, and making at least one ketchup purchase during each -week sub-period
of the -week total sample.

kept consistent records through the sample period. Second, the household must have made

between 4 and 16 ketchup purchases in the 120-week sample period. Finally, we subdivide

the 120-week sample into L = 3 sub-periods of 40 weeks each, and restrict attention to

households who purchased at least once in each sub-period l = 1, 2, 3. This leaves us with a

final sample consisting of 2066 households, of which 1162 are in Sioux Falls, South Dakota

and 904 are in Springfield, Missouri.

The ERIM dataset also includes some demographic information on panel households,

including in particular household income (in 14 bins) and the number of household members.

Based on this information, we partition households into two distinct size categories (fewer

than 4 or at least 4 members) and seven distinct income categories (one for each pair of bins

in the ERIM sample). After further subclassifying households by market, we obtain a total

of 28 distinct demographic types, with a frequency distribution summarized in Table 1.
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2.1 Products, prices, and promotional activities

The ERIM dataset reports separate daily price and promotional series for ketchup products

defined at the Universal Product Code (UPC) level within each supermarket in the sample.4

We aggregate UPC-level products to the brand-size level: e.g. Heinz 32oz or Hunts 32oz.

We further aggregate all store private labels to a single “generic” brand. We focus on the

eight brand-size products most frequently purchased by households in our estimation sample,

which jointly represent more than 90 percent of total household ketchup purchases. We also

define a ninth “other” product which aggregates remaining brand-sizes, for which construct

a price index via a rolling four-week average of volume-weighted prices per 32 ounces of

“other” ketchup.

In addition to prices, we also observe data on three other types of promotional activities:

advertisements, indicating products featured in periodic “circulars” distributed by super-

markets to households, displays, indicating products prominently located within the store,

and coupons, which may be issued either by the retailer or the manufacturer. In practice, we

combine store and manufacturer coupons into a single “coupon” indicator. In aggregating

UPCs to the product level, we define product-level indicators as equal to one if any UPC

within the product was subject to the relevant promotion.

For ketchup, like most other categories, the dominant pattern in supermarket pricing is

one of relatively stable regular prices punctuated by periodic sales: i.e. temporary discounts

typically reverting after one or two weeks to the prevailing regular price. This regular price

versus sale price pattern has received considerable attention within both economics and

marketing; see, e.g., Hosken and Reiffen (2004; 2007) among others. Figure 1 provides four

illustrative examples of this pattern in our data, plotting actual versus “regular” prices over

time for two leading products (Heinz 32-oz and Hunts 32-oz) within two leading stores.

4In practice, the price series reported in the ERIM dataset leverage the fact that supermarket prices
typically change at most weekly, with most price changes taking place on Wednesdays. Raw price data at
the UPC level is therefore pooled by store-week to determine final price series. For further details, see the
documentation published by Chicago Booth with the ERIM dataset.
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Figure 1: Price series for Heinz 32 and Hunts 32 in two representative stores. ERIM store
7 has the largest ketchup quantity sold among stores in Sioux Falls, SD; ERIM store 30 has
the largest ketchup quantity sold among stores in Springfield, MO. Prices and regular prices
are as constructed in the Chicago Booth ERIM dataset, rounded to a 5-cent grid.
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For descriptive purposes, we augment the marketing indicators desribed above with a sale

indicator defined equal to one if the actual price in a given week is more than 10 cents below

the ERIM-calculated regular price.

Table 2 reports descriptive statistics on market shares and promotional frequencies for the

eight market-leading brand-size products on which we focus in this analysis. As can be seen

from Table 2, Heinz is by far the leading brand, with Heinz 32oz accounting for 33 percent,

and Heinz overall accounting for almost 60 percent, of total household purchases. Hunts and

Del Monte are the other two major brands, with 32oz sizes accounting for roughly 14 and

8 percent of total units purchased respectively. Sales occur more often than other forms of

promotion, with products typically discounted by roughly 20 percent in the event of sale.

Advertisements and displays occur with roughly equal frequency, with coupons employed

less often. Leading brands and products are promoted substantially more often.
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Table 2: Retail promotional activity and ketchup market shares

% discount Market

Product P (sale) P (adv) P (display) P (coupon) if on sale share

Heinz 32oz 0.0995 0.0531 0.0363 0.0174 0.2084 0.3313

Hunts 32oz 0.0654 0.0275 0.0374 0.0087 0.2256 0.1435

Heinz 28oz 0.0207 0.0117 0.0173 0.0023 0.1498 0.1336

Generic 32oz 0.0281 0.0200 0.0339 0.0034 0.1674 0.0953

Del Monte 32oz 0.0498 0.0185 0.0163 0.0031 0.2366 0.0772

Heinz 44oz 0.0161 0.0058 0.0008 0.0017 0.1076 0.0376

Heinz 14oz 0.0051 0.0006 0.0003 0.0000 0.3466 0.0427

Heinz 64oz 0.0596 0.0119 0.0154 0.0044 0.1411 0.0395

Units of observation for marketing variables are store-date-brand-size tuples. Probability
on sale describes the proportion of observations for which the listed price is at least 10
cents below regular price. Probability advertised and Probability of coupon describe the
proportions of observations either listed in the store’s retail circular or for which the store
has issued coupons. Discount if sale is the percent by which list price is below regular
price, averaged over observations on sale. Share of household purchases describes the
relative frequency with which households in our estimation sample purchased products in
each brand-size, conditional on purchasing any ketchup product.

3 Static demand with reference dependent price effects

We begin by developing our model of reference-dependent price effects within a simple static

logit choice model in the spirit of McFadden (1973) and Berry (1994). We formally analyze

identification within this framework, focusing on the types of variation necessary to separate

direct from reference-dependent price effects. We apply this model to study demand for

ketchup by households in the ERIM sample, finding large and significant reference effects.

3.1 A static model with reference-dependent price effects

Consider a setting with a set of J inside goods j = 1, ..., J plus an outside numeraire good

with price normalized to one. Each household demands at most one unit of the inside good.

Consuming inside good j = 1, ..., J plus c units of the outside good, household i receives a
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utility which is additively separable in four components:

ui(c) + ξij +Rij(pj) + εij,

where ui(c) describes i’s consumption utility from consuming c units of the outside good,

ξij is a fixed effect describing i’s average utility from consuming product j, Rij(pj) is the

reference-dependent gain-loss utility household i derives from purchasing product j at price

pj, and εij is an idiosyncratic preference shock which is drawn i.i.d. from a Type I extreme

value distribution. If household i with period consumption budget yi purchases product j

at price pj, final indirect utility is therefore

vij(pj, yi) + εij,

where

vij(pj, yi) = ui(yi − pj) + ξij +Rij(pj)

denotes household i’s mean indirect utility from purchasing product j. Meanwhile, if house-

hold i elects not to purchase an inside good, the household consumes only the outside good

and receives utility ui(yi)+εi0. Without loss of generality, we renormalize the utility function

ui for each household such that ui(yi), the mean utility of no purchase, equals zero.

Note that the product level fixed effect ξij is frequently modelled as linear in product

characteristics. The outside utility ui(c) is commonly specified as being identical across

consumers. For instance, Berry et al. (1995) model ui(c) as derived from a Cobb Douglas

functional form, α log(c), while Berry et al. (1999) consider a first order Taylor approximation

of α log(c) which gives rise to an expression linear in price, αp. We shall consider first and

second order Taylor approximations of the outside utility ui(c) in our empirical section, but

shall permit more general functional forms in the section on identification.

It only remains to specify a form for the reference-dependent gain-loss utility Rij(pj).
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Our key behavioral hypothesis, following Koszegi and Rabin (2006), is that Rij(·) embodies

sensations of gain and loss induced by differences between the prices consumers observe and

the prices consumers expect to pay. In contrast to the simple single-product example above,

however, there are now at least two plausible candidates for the reference distribution with

respect to which consumers evaluate gains and losses: expectations over prices to be paid

in the category (“Will I realize a gain or loss on ketchup?”), or expectations over prices

to be paid for a given product (“Will I realize a gain or loss on Heinz 32oz?”). While

Koszegi and Rabin (2006), Heidhues and Koszegi (2008), and Heidhues and Koszegi (2014)

focus primarily on the former, the latter may well also be relevant. We therefore aim to

accommodate both potential sources of reference dependence in our empirical application.

Toward this end, we consider the following specification of reference utility Rij(pj). Let

the category-level reference distribution F r
i0(·) describe the distribution of prices which house-

hold i expects to pay conditional on purchasing any product in the category, and let the

product-level reference distribution F r
ij describe the distribution of prices which household i

expects to pay conditional on purchasing product j = 1, ..., J in particular. We model the

reference utility household i realizes upon purchasing product j at price pj as an additively

separable function of both category-level and product-level gains and losses:

Rij(pj) =

∫
ρi0(R− pj) dF r

i0(R) +

∫
ρi1(R− pj) dF r

ij(R), (1)

where ρi0(x) describes the gain-loss utility household i associates with a perceived category-

level gain or loss of size x, ρi1(x) describes the gain-loss utility household i associates with a

perceived product-level gain or loss of size x, and as above we specify both ρi0(·) and ρi1(·)

as piecewise linear in x:

ρi0(x) = δ+i0x if x ≥ 0, δ−i0x if x < 0;

ρi1(x) = δ+i1x if x ≥ 0, δ−i1x if x < 0.
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Parameters to be estimated are therefore the marginal utilities of gain and loss in the

category-level (δ+i0, δ
−
i0) and product-level (δ+i1, δ

−
i1) domains respectively. For future reference,

we collect these in the vector δi ≡ (δ+i0, δ
−
i0, δ

+
i1, δ

−
i1}.

3.2 Identification of reference dependent price effects

Our model has the feature that the price of product j, pj, enters the outside consumption

utility ui(yi − pj) and also the reference utility function Rij(pj). We discuss conditions that

allow us to separately identify the outside utility function from the gain loss effect. For

generality, and for this section only, we consider arbitrary outside utility functions and gain

loss functions subject only to the restriction that these functions are piecewise smooth.

Let Pij(p) denote the choice probability that household i purchases product j at price

vector p. The following assumption states that the data allow us to estimate the choice

probabilities and the conditional reference distribution consistently.

Assumption 1. The data permit identification of (i) the choice probabilities Pij(p) for all

i, j, p and (ii) the conditional reference distribution F r
ij for all i, j.

Observe that Assumption 1 is satisfied when repeated purchase observations for the same

household are available. With such data in hand, the empirical frequency distribution of

choices provides consistent estimates of choice probabilities, and the empirical distribution

of purchases prices gives consistent estimates of the conditional reference distribution.

Our identification arguments shall be based on a feature in our data that the reference

distribution vary within individual household types, either in the cross section or time di-

mension.

Assumption 2. The data can be partitioned so that two distinct reference price distribu-

tions, F 1
ij 6= F 2

ij, are identified for all i for some j.

This assumption is satisfied if households have identical outside utility function ui and

distinct households with the same income level visit distinct stores, so that households with
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the same utility are exposed to different reference distributions F 1
ij 6= F 2

ij. Alternatively, if

preferences within a household are constant but the price distribution changes over time,

then Assumption 2 also holds. For instance, if marginal costs change or if the degree of

competition in the retail markets changes, then household i will be exposed to different

reference distributions over time. Since our data are a relatively long panel, in practice

we focus mainly on variation in the time dimension, although in principle variation in the

cross-section could also be exploited.

Proposition. Suppose Assumption 1 holds and the functions ui and Rij are smooth. Then

the reference utility Rij and outside consumption utility ui are separately identified if and

only if Assumption 2 holds.

Proof. Consider household i with income yi. By Assumption 1 choice probabilities (Pij(p))j
and the usual logit formula identify the mean indirect utilities at income yi with vji (pj)
= ln(Pij(p)) − ln(Pi0(p)). For simplicity of exposition we suppress the dependence of the
indirect utility on income yi as income is held fixed throughout this proof. Smoothness
implies that forM sufficiently large, the utility function ui and the reference dependent utility
function Rij can be approximable with an M -th order Taylor series polynomial. Replacing
vi(pj) with it’s M -th order Taylor series expansion around yi gives:

M∑
l=0

1

l!
v
(l)
ij (pj) (pj)

l =ξij+
M∑
l=0

1

l!
u
(l)
i (yi) (−pj)l +

M∑
l=0

1

l!
R

(l)
ij (0) (pj)

l ,

where vi
(l), u

(l)
i , R

(l)
ij denote the l-th partial derivatives of the functions vi,ui and Rij. We are

interested in the effect of price, and can thus ignore the constant and focus on the elements
in the sums with price effects, that is when l > 0. The Taylor series expansion implies
that the sum of coefficients associated with order (pj)

l , that is 1
l!
u
(l)
i (yi) (−1)l + 1

l!
R

(l)
ij (0),

is identified as they have to equal the corresponding and known left hand side value. Now,
suppose assumption 2 does not hold. Then, there are multiple combinations of coefficients of
u
(l)
i (yi) (−1)l and R

(l)
ij (0) yielding the same indirect utility coefficient v

(l)
i (pj). This establishes

the necessity of Assumption 2.
Next, suppose Assumption 2 holds for some product j. There are thus two distinct

reference price distributions, F 1
ij 6= F 2

ij, and we can obtain two indirect utilities for household
i, v1i (pj) and v2i (pj), from the choice probabilities on the partitioned data for r = 1, 2. Taking
the difference, v1ij(pj) −v2ij(pj), the outside utility function cancels, and we are left with the
difference, R1

ij(pj) − R1
ij(pj). Based on the definition of the reference effect, this can be

expressed as v1ij(pj) − v2ij(pj) =
∫
ρi0(R − p) d[F 1

i0 − F 2
i0](R) −

∫
ρi1(R − pj) d[F 1

ij − F 2
ij](R).

By assumption 1, the reference distributions F 1
i0, F

2
i0, F

1
ij, F

2
ij are identified, and the only

unknown functions on the right hand side are (ρi0, ρi1).
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First consider a product k not equal to the product j for which reference expectations
have changed. By hypothesis, product-level referece expectations for product k are constant:
F 1
ik = F 2

ik. Hence the difference v1ik(pk) − v2ik(pk) reduces to the difference in category-level
expectations

∫
ρi0(R− pk) d[F 1

i0 − F 2
i0](R). Noting that F 1

ij 6= F 2
ij implies F 1

i0 6= F 2
i0, a Taylor

series approximation argument then establishes that the Taylor series coefficients of ρi0 are
identified from the Taylor series approximation of the difference, v1ik(pk)− v2ik(pk).

Now return to the difference v1ij(pj)−v2ij(pj), and subtract off the identified category-level
gain-loss term

∫
ρi0(R− pj) d[F 1

i0 − F 2
i0](R). Applying Taylor series approximations to both

sides of the resulting expression shows that the Taylor series coefficients of the product-level
gain-loss function ρi1 are identified from the Taylor series approximation of the (identified)
residual function v1i (pj)−v2i (pj)−

∫
ρi0(R−pj) d[F 1

i0−F 2
i0](R). Thus, we have shown that the

both product-level and category-level gain-loss terms are separately identified, and therefore
that the overall reference utility functions R1

ij(pj), R
2
ij(pj) are identified.

Finally, return the Taylor series approximation of v1i (pj). The function R1
ij(pj) and thus

its Taylor series approximation are already known. Thus, comparing the coefficients asso-
ciated with order (pj)

l implies that the unknown coefficients associated with u
(l)
i are deter-

mined from the coeffficients associated with v
1(l)
i (pj) and R

1(l)
ij (pj). Hence, the outside utility

function is identified. QED.

Note that for piecewise linear gain loss functions, the above proof applies with a first

order Taylor series expansion, M = 1.

The intuition underlying the above Proposition is that in, the absence of variation in

the conditional reference price distribution, reference effects are not distinguishable from the

usual price effects. However, if there is variation in the conditional reference price distribution

for at least one product, then this variation is enough to separate out the gain loss effect

from the usual price effect measured by the outside utility function.

Note that even in cases where direct and reference dependent price effects are observa-

tionally equivalent, models including reference-based responses will typically generate sub-

stantially different counterfactual predictions. In particular, whereas direct price responses

are driven by period consumption utility and therefore depend only on current price real-

izations, reference-based responses are driven by expectations which update as firms change

pricing practices. In this respect models of reference dependence are qualitatively similar to

models of dynamic search, motivating our full dynamic analysis in Section 4. We explore
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the counterfactual implications of reference dependence in detail in Section 5.

3.3 Static logit estimation with reference-dependent price effects

We now apply this model to analyze ketchup purchases by households in the ERIM household

panel. Toward this end, we partition households within each market into seven income

brackets and two household size brackets as described in Table 1 above. Our model implies

that direct price effects vary across income groups; we model this flexibly by estimating

linear (and in some specifications quadratic) price coefficients separately for households in

each income bracket. For simplicity, and since our main goal in this section is to illustrate

key ideas, we assume for the moment that other preference parameters are identical across

household groups. Our full dynamic analysis in Section 4 relaxes this restriction.

Consistent with our choice model, we permit household reference expectations (embodied

in the distributions F r
it,0, F

r
it,1, ..., F

r
it,J) to vary by market, household size, household income,

and time period. Specifically, to allow for variation in prices over time, we partition calendar

months in our 120-week sample into L = 4 reference periods as follows. Within each market

m = 1, 2, we consider all possible L-period partitions of calendar months into reference

periods, subject to the constraint that each period lasts at least three months. For each

possible partition, we regress weekly prices of Heinz 32oz and Hunts 32oz on a complete

set of store and product-by-period dummies, choosing the partition explaining the highest

fraction of variation as our reference partition in market m. Finally, we pool households by

market, size, income, and reference period to obtain a total of K = 112 reference groups

within which we approximate household expectations. In what follows, we therefore index

F r
·,0, F

r
·,1, ..., F

r
·,J by k rather than it, using kit to denote the reference group k ∈ {1, ..., K}

relevant to individual i at time t.

Recall that variation in reference distributions across either households or time is crucial

to identification of the reference dependent component of preferences. To ensure that such

variation is in fact present, Figure 2 plot prices of Heinz and Hunts 32oz by week within each
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Figure 2: Weekly price series and construction of reference periods
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market, together with average prices per period in each of the L = 4 market-specific reference

periods defined above. As evident from this figure, there is indeed significant price variation

over time within each market in our sample: the null of no period effects is strongly rejected

(p < 10−8) for all four product-market pairs considered. Furthermore, and encouragingly,

our four reference periods capture the majority of systematic price variation: even moving

to a complete set of market-product-month dummies, we increase the fraction of explained

variation in Heinz and Hunts 32oz prices only slightly, to R2 = 0.489 from R2 = 0.450 under

our market-product-period baseline above. We therefore expect little practical gain from

moving to finer reference partitions.5

Now consider households in reference group k ∈ {1, ..., K}. Observe that in view of our

piecewise linear specification for the gain-loss function ρi, we may rewrite reference utility

Rk,j(pj) for observations in reference group k as follows:

Rk,j(pj|δi) = δ+i0E
r
k,0 max{R− p, 0}+ δ−i0E

r
k,0 min{R− p, 0}

+ δ+i1E
r
k,j max{R− p, 0}+ δ−i1E

r
k,j min{R− p, 0},

where for each j = 0, 1, ..., J the operator Er
k,j denotes expectation with respect to reference

distribution F r
k,j. Since reference distributions are simply distributions of prices paid condi-

tional on purchase, and we observe both prices and purchases in the data, we can estimate

expected gains Er
k,j max{R− pj, 0} and expected losses Er

k,j min{R− pj, 0} by taking appro-

priate sample averages over relevant subsets of purchase prices for each reference group k. We

thereby obtain a consistent, rootN convergent estimator R̂k,j(pj|δ) for the unknown reference

utility function Rk,j(pj|δi) as a function of the reference parameters δi = (δ+i0, δ
−
i0, δ

+
i1, δ

−
i1}.

5For completeness, we also explored estimation under several alternative specifications for reference peri-
ods: in particular, splitting our 120-week sample into three 40-week periods, four 30-week periods, or three
(rather than four) optimally chosen reference periods. Results from these alternative specifications were
very similar those we report below, although (not surprisingly) the resulting reference distributions provided
substantially worse approximations to actual changes in prices over time.
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Plugging in first-step estimates R̂k,j(pj|δi) and recalling that the idiosyncratic utility

shocks are i.i.d. Type I Extreme Value, we ultimately obtain a simple logit form for household

conditional choice probabilities,

Pistj =
exp(vj,it(pj,st, yi))

1 +
∑J

l=1 exp(vl,it(pl,st, yi))
,

where pj,st is the price of product j in store s at time t and vj,it(pj,st, yi) is the mean indirect

utility household i derives from purchasing product j at price pj,st. We consider first and

second order Taylor series approximation of the outside good consumption utility in which

the linear and quadratic coefficients vary by inomce group with coeffiefficients αdYi,1, αdYi,2

resulting in the following mean indirect utility expression:

vj,it(pj,st, yi) = αdYi,1pj,st + αdYi,2p
2
j,st + R̂k,j(pj|δi) + ξj.

We can apply maximum likelihood based on these predicted choice probabilities to estimate

parameters of the choice model: i.e. direct price effects (αdYi,1, αdYi,2) for each income bracket,

reference gain and loss coefficients (δ+i ,δ−i ), and product-specific intercepts ξ1, ..., ξJ .6

3.4 Static logit estimates of reference-dependent price effects

Table 3 summarizes maximum likelihood results derived from applying the simple static logit

model above to ketchup purchases by the households in the estimation sample described in

Section 2. We consider four main variants of our baseline specification – two with reference

effects and two without – which jointly explore the potential interactions between nonlinear

price effects and reference effects. All four specifications also include a full set of product

6Note that, as described above, each R̂k,j(·|δ+j , δ
−
j ) is a linear function of four sample averages (for

purchase prices within product and for all products) within a consumer group. Since we have a fixed number
K = 112 of consumer groups, R̂k,j(·|δi) →p Rkj(·|δi) at

√
N -rate as the number of consumers N increases.

Therefore the estimated likelihood function also converges to the population likelihood function at
√
N -rate,

which ensures
√
N -consistency of our two-step estimator. In practice, we construct standard errors by cluster

bootstrap at the household level.
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dummies ξ1, ..., ξJ , although these are not reported in Table 3 to save space.

The estimates in Table 3 highlight several key patterns regarding the interaction of price

and reference effects. First, in specifications including only linear price effects, direct price

effects are negative with magnitudes falling in income. As expected, this suggests that

consumers in higher income brackets are on aggregate less price-sensitive. Second, estimated

reference effects are large and significant, with three of four coefficients having the expected

signs (with the exception of the coeffiecient δ−0 on category reference losses, which although

significant is small in magnitude).7 Third, when we allow for quadratic direct price effects,

estimated reference effects remain large and significant (with the initially negative coefficient

δ−0 falling in magnitude toward its expected positive range). Encouragingly, this suggests

that estimated reference effects are not simply picking up underlying nonlinear direct price

effects. Finally, allowing for reference effects substantially reduces estimated direct price

coefficients – by 25-35 percent in specifications including only linear price terms, and by

somewhat more in specifications also including quadratic price terms. This suggests that

reference effects are picking up 25 percent or more of variation in mean indirect utilities due

to price.

With respect to reference behavior specifically, the estimates in Table 3 suggest a very

interesting pattern: we find that consumers are gain-seeking with respect to category-level

reference expectations (δ+0 > δ−0 ) but loss-averse with respect to product-level reference

expectations (δ+1 < δ−1 ), with both differences statistically significant at the one percent

level. In other words, consumers tend to disproportionally weight perceived savings at the

category level, while simultaneously being averse to spending more than expected on any

given product. The latter finding is consistent with a large behavioral literature on loss

aversion dating back at least to Kahneman and Tversky (1979); the former may help to

rationalize periodic sale behavior.

7A more theoretically rigorous approach to structural estimation in this context might enforce economic
constraints on coefficient signs directly. As this section is mainly descriptive, we do not enforce such con-
straints here. We do, however, in our more rigorous dynamic analysis.
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Table 3: Static logit demand models with and without reference effects

Price specification: Linear Linear Linear Linear Quadratic

Reference effects: No Product Category Both Both

δ+0 : Category ref gain 1.249*** 0.883*** 1.119***

(0.0812) (0.0846) (0.103)

δ−0 : Category ref loss 0.0459 -0.266*** -0.194***

(0.0499) (0.0511) (0.0524)

δ+1 : Product ref gain 0.207** 0.167* 0.729***

(0.0974) (0.0994) (0.115)

δ−1 : Product ref loss 3.092*** 2.979*** 2.700***

(0.120) (0.125) (0.126)

α1,1: P × DY [0− 10k) -2.506*** -1.682*** -2.085*** -1.694*** -2.056***

(0.0427) (0.0674) (0.0648) (0.0790) (0.178)

α2,1: P × DY [10− 20k) -2.522*** -1.688*** -2.125*** -1.719*** -2.517***

(0.0380) (0.0647) (0.0619) (0.0766) (0.154)

α3,1: P × DY [20− 30k) -2.458*** -1.625*** -2.086*** -1.676*** -2.634***

(0.0368) (0.0639) (0.0611) (0.0760) (0.149)

α4,1: P × DY [30− 40k) -2.470*** -1.644*** -2.130*** -1.711*** -2.902***

(0.0378) (0.0643) (0.0607) (0.0757) (0.146)

α5,1: P × DY [40− 50k) -2.463*** -1.640*** -2.112*** -1.700*** -2.761***

(0.0400) (0.0653) (0.0622) (0.0767) (0.151)

α6,1: P× DY [50− 75k) -2.402*** -1.594*** -2.092*** -1.697*** -3.050***

(0.0413) (0.0656) (0.0642) (0.0782) (0.148)

α7,1: P × DY [Over 75k] -2.177*** -1.378*** -2.122*** -1.604*** -3.537***

(0.0521) (0.0724) (0.0695) (0.0822) (0.156)

α1,2: P2 × DY [0− 10k) 0.0214

(0.0815)

α2,2: P2 × DY [10− 20k) 0.326***

(0.0557)

α3,2: P2 × DY [20− 30k) 0.430***

(0.0521)

α4,2: P2 × DY [30− 40k) 0.568***

(0.0509)

α5,2: P2 × DY [40− 50k) 0.490***

(0.0552)

α6,2: P2 × DY [50− 75k) 0.656***

(0.0525)

α7,2: P2 × DY [Over 75k] 0.915***

(0.0572)

Log likelihood -85757 -85388 -85637 -85328 -85115

Standard errors in parentheses (not yet corrected for first-step error)

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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4 Dynamic demand with reference-dependent price ef-

fects

Finally, we turn to our main interest: analysis of the interaction between reference effects,

limited attention, and intertemporal substitution in the context of a fully dynamic household

search and purchase model incorporating reference-dependent price effects, forward looking

search behavior, and limited attention. We first describe the key features of this general

dynamic model. We then describe our estimation strategy. Finally, we summarize our

empirical findings.

4.1 Dynamic demand model

The fundamental unit of time is a day. Each day, a household may visit one of a collection

of stores with exogenously given probabilities. We assume that store visits are exogenous

with respect to households’ ketchup purchase decisions; insofar as ketchup purchases tend to

be a very small component of consumers’ overall shopping bundles, this assumption seems

quite reasonable. Our model analyzes the household’s actions and decisions conditional upon

arrival in a store.

4.1.1 Markovian framework

Our framework is Markovian in which state variables fully characterize the decision relevant

prior information of a household. An element x of the state space has two components: s ∈

{0, ..., S} is time since the last household purchase, while u ∈ {0, 1} denotes an unobserved

(hidden) binary state variable. The interpretation of the hidden state component is that it

indicates whether the household is attentive, i.e. actively shopping for the product category,

or not.

The state variable u indicates whether a household actively shopped for ketchup the last

time the household visited a store. If the household actively shops for ketchup, then the
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household observes all category prices, decides whether or not to purchase, and transitions

to the next period with state value u = 1. Alternatively, if the household visits a store but

does not actively shop for ketchup, the household neither purchases nor observes prices and

transitions to the next period with state value u = 0. The value of u is not observed by the

econometrician. It is only known to the household.

The hidden state formulation relaxes the assumption that households are fully informed

about prices which is imposed in a number of dynamic consumer purchase models, see

Erdem et al. (2003) or Hendel and Nevo (2006; 2013) Our hidden state modelling assumption

captures the idea of consideration sets, inattention and the decision to become informed

which has become popular in a number of papers, including Seiler (2013) and Gentry (2016)

among others. What differs in our framework is that we allow for correlation over time in

this variable. The prior literature assumes that the decision to become informed is taken

every period anew. In our framework this arises as a special case when u is independent of

the past and thus not a state variable.

The Markov process for states is as follows. If the household visits a store with advertising

realization a, the attention variable u has transition probability

Pr(u′|u, s, a) = µ (u, s, a)u
′
[1− µ (u, s, a)]1−u

′
,

which is a function of last period’s realization u, the time since last purchase s, and the

current advertising level A. The probability of being attentive µ (A, u, s) can be viewed as

the result of a decision to become informed given some information cost draw, although we

do not model this decision as it is not observed. Alternatively, if the household does not

visit a store, then u′ = u. This follows since (as described above) u reflects whether or not

a household is actively searching for ketchup conditional on being in a store.

Time since purchase s grows until a purchase is made, resetting to 0 thereafter. In

practice, we take s to be the number of weeks since last purchase; for simplicitly, we assume
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that the household forecasts increments in s as arriving with probability 1/7 on each day no

purchase is made.8

In each period t, the following events take place for household i: (i) store k is visited or

no store is visited; (ii) if store k is visited, category prices P and advertising A in store k

are drawn from joint distribution Fk,PA; (iii) the advertising level A in store k is observed by

the household; (iv) with probability µ (u, s, A), the household is attentive, category prices P

are observed, and a category product may be purchased; and (v) conditional on shopping,

attentiveness, and purchase outcomes, state variables are updated and the consumer proceeds

to the next period.

4.1.2 Limited attention

If a household with current state (u, s) visits a store with current-period category advertising

realization a, the household becomes attentive to ketchup with probability µ(u, s, a), observes

current in-store category prices p, and may purchase ketchup. Otherwise, with probability

1− µ(u, s, a), the household does not shop for ketchup and moves to the next period.

We specify the category attentiveness probability as logit in state and advertising vari-

ables as follows:

µ(u, s, a) =
exp(γ0 + γuu+ γss+ γs2s

2 + γaa)

1 + exp(γ0 + γsu+ γss+ γs2s2 + γaA),

where γ = (γ0, γu, γs, γs2 , γa) are parameters to be estimated. We include three elements

in the store-category-week advertising vector a: anyad, a dummy indicating whether any

ketchup product was advertised in the store’s retail circular, anycoupon, a dummy indicating

whether the store offered coupons , and anydisplay, a dummy indicating whether the store

featured at least one ketchup product on an end-of-aisle or other in-store display.

8The latter assumption serves only to simplify the state space; otherwise we would have to track number
of days until s augments as a separate state variable. We could alternatively frame s as number of days
(rather than number of weeks) since purchase, but this would substantially increase computational costs
(through a larger state space) for little obvious economic benefit.
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4.1.3 Ex ante value functions

In each period, the household either visits a store (with probability Γ) or stays home (with

probability 1 − Γ). If the household stays home, time since purchase (s) increments with

probability 1/7, and all other state variables remain the same. Alternatively, if the household

visits a store, the household observes advertising realizations a and becomes attentive to

ketchup with probability µ(u, s, a). If the household becomes attentive to ketchup, the

household observes prices p and may purchase. Finally, conditional on attention and purchase

outcomes, state variables update as described above.

Conditional on visiting a store, shopping for ketchup, and purchasing product j at price

pj in period t, household i receives the same period-t utility as in Section 3.1:

vj,it(pj) + εj,it,

where εijt is i.i.d. Type I extreme value and vj,it(pj) describes the mean indirect utility in-

cluding outside consumption utility, product j fixed effects ξj,i and reference effects Rj,it(pj).

We approximate the outside consumption utility with a quadratic Taylor approximization

which gives a mean indirect utility of:

vj,it(pj) = αi,1pj + αi,2p
2
j + ξj,i +Rj,it(pj).

If household i enters a store and attends to ketchup but chooses the outside option, the

indirect period utility is ε0,it. If i either does not visit a store or does attend to ketchup,

period utility is 0.

Let FPA,i be the joint distribution of ketchup price and advertising realizations potentially

observable by i in the event that i visits a store. We assume that draws of (P,A) are effectively

random in the sense that (from i’s perspective) ketchup price and advertising realizations

today do not inform expectations of price and advertising realizations at the nest shopping
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opportunity. This assumption is motivated by our hypothesis that households are attentive

to ketchup prices only infrequently. It departs from the Markovian structure on prices

maintained by prior work on dynamic demand (e.g. Erdem et al. (2003) and Hendel and

Nevo (2006; 2013)). Insofar as households (i) visit multiple stores and (ii) shop for ketchup

only infrequently, however, the assumption of effectively random prices does not appear

unreasonable. Furthermore, given the structural estimates described below, we can directly

test this assumption by examining predicted dependence over simulated household histories.

This test confirms that for most households independence is in fact quite natural.9

In view of these expectations, we may write the ex ante (beginning of period) expected

value function of the household as follows:

V (u, s) = (1− Γ)βEV (u, s)

+ Γ · (1− EA[µ(u, s, a)]) · βEV (0, s)

+ Γ · EPA

[
µ(u, s, a) log

(
exp

(
βEV (1, s)

)
+

J∑
j=1

exp
(
vij(pj) + βEV (1, 0)

))]
, (2)

where the first line corresponds to not shopping, the second corresponds to shopping but

being inattentive to ketchup, the third and fourth correspond to shopping and being attentive

9Specifically, taking observed store trips as given, we first simulate for each household a complete purchase
history for each household using estimated parameters of the model, including periods in which the individual
is attentive or not conditional on shopping. Focusing on Heinz 32oz and Hunts32oz, we model the probability
that the household observes a sale this period, conditional on being attentive, as Markov in whether the
individual observed a sale in the last period attentive. We then test whether the parameters of this Markov
process, estimated household by household, are consistent with the null of independence of sales across
periods attentive. Estimates suggest that, at 10 percent significance, only 11 percent of households would
reject independence of sales across trips attentive. Meanwhile, at 1 percent significance, less than 1 percent
of households reject independence. Both rejection rates are very close to nominal levels, suggesting very
little evidence that individual households perceive significant dependence. A joint test of the null that all
household-level dependence parameters are zero strongly confirms this hypothesis, with a P-value for this
null of essentially 1. Note that these tests aim to capture price dependence as observed by households, not
as observed by the econometrician; hence these household-level tests are the relevant metric.
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to ketchup, and

EV (u, s) ≡ 6

7
V (u, s) +

1

7
V (u,min(s+ 1, S))

denotes the expectation of V with respect to next period’s weeks since purchase s.

4.2 Estimation

To account for heterogeneity in household preferences, we partition households into G = 4

preference types based on the interaction of household size (less than 4 or at least 4 members)

and market (Springfield, Missouri or Sioux Falls, South Dakota). For each of these four types,

we estimate a separate set of primitive parameters, with price elasticities varying flexibly

(within type) as a function of income as described above. For ease of exposition, we here focus

on specifications including only linear price effects; we report estimates including quadratic

price effects in the appendix. Letting θg = (α1,1g, ..., α7,1g, δ
+
0g, δ

−
0g, δ

+
1g, δ

−
1g, γg, ξg) denote the

set of parameters describing preferences of group g, we therefore aim to estimate the overall

parameter set {θg}4g=1.

4.2.1 Estimation details

As in Section 3.3, estimation proceeds in two steps. In the first step, we pool households

by preference group (g), income group (y) and sample sub-period (l) to obtain a total of

K = 112 separate sub-groups with reference to which we form household expectations.

For each subgroup k ∈ {1, ..., K}, we estimate expected gain and loss terms appearing in

reference utility Rk,j(·) by taking suitable sample averages over relevant subsets of purchase

prices observed for households in group j. Meanwhile, to approximate Fk,PA, we randomly

subsample D realizations of realizations of price and advertising variables from stores visited

by households in subgroup k. As above, let kit denote the expectation group k ∈ {1, ..., K}

relevant to individual i at time t.

Next, taking first-step estimates of F̂k,PA and reference expectations as given, we estimate
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primitive preference parameters for each household type via nested fixed point maximum

likelihood as in Rust (1987). Specifically, in the inner loop, we solve the Bellman equation

(2) for V via the method of successive approximations for each candidate parameter vector

θg, plugging in estimates of F̂k,PA and reference expectations where relevant. Then, in the

outer loop, we maximize the conditional log-likelihood function over parameters obtain final

estimates {θ̂g}Gg=1 for type-specific primitives {θg}Gg=1.

Note that this formulation implicitly imposes two assumptions on household expectations:

(i) households update expectations only periodically, and (ii) households do not anticipate

future changes in firms’ marketing strategies when forming current price expectations. In

other words, hosueholds have correct expectations over week-to-week variation over prices

generated by firms’ current-period marketing strategies, but do not anticipate changes in

this week-to-week distribution generated by changes in firms’ marketing strategies. Insofar

as households form expectations over future prices by observing past pricing behavior, these

assumptions do not appear unreasonable. However, more sophisticated formulations of the

model may be feasible. For example, we could assume that firms revise marketing strategies

according to a Markov jump process (e.g. periodic changes in regular prices), and that

consumers account for such marketing revisions in forming expectations. The cost of such

flexibility would be a substantially expanded state space, which would in turn complicate

estimation.

4.2.2 Computing the likelihood function

The main computational challenge in implementing our estimator is that to construct the

observed likelihood function, we must first integrate out the unobserved state variable u.

Direct computation of this integral would require integrating over all possible paths of the

unobserved state u, a number which grows rapidly with the number of days between pur-

chases. To resolve this challenge, we instead integrate out u via a discrete filter algorithm as

described by Connault (2014) and references therein. This recursive algorithm permits fast
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and stable computation of both the log-likelihood function and its gradients with respect to

parameters, thereby supporting implementation of the MLE strategy described above.

Given that we use first-step estimates F̂PA,i, F̂k,j, to approximate household expectations,

our algorithm is not a true full-solution MLE estimator. Since expectations are the only

objects we approximate in the first step, however, our estimators are closer in spirit to

the full-solution method of Rust (1987) than to two-step methods such as Pesendorfer and

Schmidt-Dengler (2008) or Aguirregabiria and Mira (2007).

4.3 Dynamic demand with product-level reference effects

We now apply the dynamic demand model described above to analyze demand for ketchup

by ERIM households. As above, in estimation we focus on the final estimation sample

described in Section 3. Since the fundamental unit of time in our model is a day, we fix the

daily discount factor at β = 0.99986, which corresponds to an annual discount factor of 0.95.

4.3.1 Parameter estimates

Tables 4 and 5 report maximum likelihood parameter estimates derived from two specifica-

tions of our baseline dynamic model: the first including forward-looking search and limited

attention but no reference effects, the second extending this to additionally accommodate

both category-level and product-level reference effects. Recall that we estimate G = 4

separate sets of preference parameters, one for each combination of household market and

household size. We report these type-specific parameter sets as separate columns in Tables

4 and 5.

With respect to price responsiveness and reference behavior, several interesting patterns

emerge from Table 5. First, except possibly for some consumers at high incomes, estimated

direct price effects are significantly negative, with magnitudes broadly declining in income

as expected. Second, across all household types, estimated reference effects are large and

significant, with households appearing to respond strongly to both losses and gains at the
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Table 4: Full dynamic demand model, no reference effects

Market Sioux Falls, SD Springfield, MO
Size of household 3 or fewer 4 or more 3 or fewer 4 or more

Parameters of indirect utility function

α1,1: Price × DY [0− 10k) -3.0164∗∗∗ -3.4516∗∗∗ -4.9413∗∗∗ -3.8841∗∗∗

(0.1021) (0.1431) (0.1596) (0.1778)
α1,2: Price × DY [10− 20k) -2.9516∗∗∗ -3.3697∗∗∗ -4.0120∗∗∗ -3.7091∗∗∗

(0.0872) (0.1070) (0.0959) (0.0873)
α1,3: Price × DY [20− 30k) -2.7225∗∗∗ -3.4253∗∗∗ -3.7594∗∗∗ -3.3938∗∗∗

(0.0889) (0.1066) (0.0856) (0.0833)
α1,4: Price × DY [30− 40k) -2.8058∗∗∗ -3.2204∗∗∗ -3.0831∗∗∗ -3.3256∗∗∗

(0.0916) (0.1025) (0.0916) (0.0847)
α1,5: Price × DY [40− 50k) -2.7907∗∗∗ -3.2479∗∗∗ -3.2020∗∗∗ -3.4766∗∗∗

(0.0965) (0.1172) (0.1083) (0.1036)
α1,6: Price × DY [50− 75k) -2.4972∗∗∗ -3.0234∗∗∗ -2.5761∗∗∗ -2.9125∗∗∗

(0.0928) (0.1052) (0.0990) (0.0954)
α1,7: Price × DY [Over 75k) -2.3335∗∗∗ -2.3195∗∗∗ -2.6352∗∗∗ -1.7012∗∗∗

(0.3300) (0.1113) (0.2087) (0.1425)
Parameters of category attentiveness function

γ0: Intercept -3.3413∗∗∗ -3.5535∗∗∗ -3.7724∗∗∗ -3.9501∗∗∗

(0.0949) (0.0873) (0.0858) (0.1161)
γS : Weeks since purchase 0.2765∗∗∗ 0.4272∗∗∗ 0.2348∗∗∗ 0.4435∗∗∗

(0.0343) (0.0351) (0.0324) (0.0450)
γS2 : (Weeks since purchase)2 -0.0160∗∗∗ -0.0311∗∗∗ -0.0122∗∗∗ -0.0288∗∗∗

(0.0029) (0.0031) (0.0027) (0.0039)
γU : Lagged attentiveness 0.2289∗∗∗ 0.3909∗∗∗ 0.1828∗∗ 0.2544∗∗

(0.0766) (0.0738) (0.0826) (0.1106)
γA: Category advertisement 0.1713∗∗∗ 0.3451∗∗∗ 0.5668∗∗∗ 0.6707∗∗∗

(0.0337) (0.0408) (0.0395) (0.0451)
γC : Category coupon 0.7787∗∗∗ 0.7617∗∗∗ 0.6224∗∗∗ 0.5297∗∗∗

(0.0263) (0.0307) (0.0303) (0.0377)
γD: Category display 0.5720∗∗∗ 0.5273∗∗∗ 0.5142∗∗∗ 0.5020∗∗∗

(0.0415) (0.0458) (0.0357) (0.0414)

Log likelihood -28245 -19545 -20231 -14724

Standard errors in parentheses (not yet corrected for two-step error)
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 5: Full dynamic demand model, both product and category reference effects

Market Sioux Falls, SD Springfield, MO
Size of household 3 or fewer 4 or more 3 or fewer 4 or more

Parameters of utility function

δ+0 : Category reference gain 3.7092∗∗∗ 2.6991∗∗∗ 2.5304∗∗∗ 1.7378∗∗∗

(0.3421) (0.2660) (0.3390) (0.3491)
δ−0 : Category reference loss 0.5554∗∗∗ 0.8313∗∗∗ 0.7408∗∗∗ 0.4299∗

(0.1832) (0.2952) (0.2151) (0.2216)
δ+1 : Product reference gain 0.4206 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

(0.3258) (0.3975) (0.2898) (0.2495)
δ−1 : Product reference loss 0.9336∗∗∗ 1.0291∗∗∗ 3.3195∗∗∗ 2.9182∗∗∗

(0.3598) (0.3848) (0.2748) (0.2615)
Price × DY [0− 10k) -1.3981∗∗∗ -1.9870∗∗∗ -2.6347∗∗∗ -2.5723∗∗∗

(0.1616) (0.2400) (0.2194) (0.2706)
Price × DY [10− 20k) -1.2748∗∗∗ -1.8669∗∗∗ -1.5901∗∗∗ -2.0447∗∗∗

(0.1505) (0.2156) (0.1812) (0.2233)
Price × DY [20− 30k) -0.9573∗∗∗ -1.8220∗∗∗ -1.2270∗∗∗ -1.6827∗∗∗

(0.1536) (0.2181) (0.1775) (0.2221)
Price × DY [30− 40k) -0.9996∗∗∗ -1.4798∗∗∗ -0.5204∗∗∗ -1.5757∗∗∗

(0.1570) (0.2134) (0.1813) (0.2280)
Price × DY [40− 50k) -0.9468∗∗∗ -1.5602∗∗∗ -0.5713∗∗∗ -1.7774∗∗∗

(0.1604) (0.2196) (0.1971) (0.2333)
Price × DY [50− 75k] -0.5941∗∗∗ -1.1670∗∗∗ -0.0001 -1.1305∗∗∗

(0.1574) (0.2199) (0.1988) (0.2335)
Price × DY [Over 75k) -0.5874 -0.2947 -0.3294 -0.0001

(0.4394) (0.2270) (0.2626) (0.3060)

Parameters of category attentiveness function

γ0: Intercept -3.4931∗∗∗ -3.6605∗∗∗ -3.7702∗∗∗ -4.0135∗∗∗

(0.0873) (0.0821) (0.0865) (0.1134)
γS : Weeks since purchase 0.2595∗∗∗ 0.4034∗∗∗ 0.2374∗∗∗ 0.4260∗∗∗

(0.0321) (0.0332) (0.0327) (0.0434)
γS2 : (Weeks since purchase)2 -0.0150∗∗∗ -0.0291∗∗∗ -0.0123∗∗∗ -0.0276∗∗∗

(0.0027) (0.0029) (0.0028) (0.0037)
γU : Lagged attentiveness 0.2464∗∗∗ 0.3931∗∗∗ 0.1868∗∗ 0.2645∗∗

(0.0745) (0.0715) (0.0829) (0.1097)
γA: Category advertisement 0.1617∗∗∗ 0.3413∗∗∗ 0.5653∗∗∗ 0.6661∗∗∗

(0.0331) (0.0407) (0.0396) (0.0451)
γC : Category coupon 0.7591∗∗∗ 0.7497∗∗∗ 0.6219∗∗∗ 0.5216∗∗∗

(0.0251) (0.0301) (0.0307) (0.0372)
γD: Category display 0.5549∗∗∗ 0.5215∗∗∗ 0.5109∗∗∗ 0.5039∗∗∗

(0.0395) (0.0446) (0.0360) (0.0414)

Log likelihood -28128 -19479 -20042 -14613

Standard errors in parentheses (not yet corrected for two-step error)
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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category-level and to losses (although not gains) at the product level. Third, as in our

static logit analysis, inclusion of reference effects substantially dampens estimated direct

price effects: comparing corresponding price coefficients in Tables 4 and 5 suggests absolute

declines of roughly 40-50 percent across the board, with much larger estimated declines for

some household types. This suggests that reference effects may account for as much as

50 percent of price-induced variation in mean indirect period utilities. Finally, as in our

static logit analysis, households appear to be strongly gain-seeking with respect to category-

level reference expectations (δ+0 > δ−0 ) but strongly loss averse with respect to product-

level reference expectations (δ+1 ≈ 0, δ−1 > 0), with both differences significant at the 5

percent level. This differing sensitivity to perceived gains and losses in product-level versus

category-level domains is particularly intriguing, highlighting a very interesting tension in

price responses whose implications are at present poorly understood.

Although not our primary interest, we also comment briefly on the attention-related

coefficients (γ) in Table 5. The coefficient on unobserved last-period attentiveness u (γU)

is positive and significant for all household types, suggesting that households attentive to

ketchup in one period are more likely to be attentive to ketchup again the next. The co-

efficients on linear and quadratic indicators of time since purchase s (γS, γS2) suggest that

probability of attentiveness is at first increasing and then decreasing in time since purchase.

Finally, the coefficients on advertising, coupons, and displays suggest that, as expected, mar-

keting activity by stores substantially increases attentiveness by households. Directions and

magnitudes for these effects appear natural.

4.3.2 Predicted versus actual market shares

To get a better sense of how well this baseline model matches observed search and purchase

patterns, we next explore predicted versus actual purchase incidence along three key dimen-

sions of interest: by time since last household purchase, by level of own price pj, and by time

period t. To form model predictions, we first compute the stationary distribution of states
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(u, s) implied by the parameter estimates in Table 5. For each household-date observation,

we then construct predicted purchase probabilities by averaging probability of purchase at

state (0, s) and probability of purchase at state (1, s) over the conditional distribution of

u|s.10 Finally, we take averages of predicted and actual probabilities conditional on given

variable(s) of interest to obtain the comparisons reported in Figures 3-5.

Figure 3 plots predicted purchase probabilities versus weeks since purchase for the top six

brand-sizes in our sample. As evident from this figure, both actual and predicted purchase

probabilities appear to follow an inverse-u pattern over time. Furthermore, predicted and

actual confidence intervals largely overlap, suggesting that the model matches household

purchase dynamics well.

Figure 4 plots predicted purchase probabilities versus own prices (rounded to the nearest

10 cents) for the top six brand-sizes in our sample. Note that these should not be interpreted

as demand schedules; in particular, the responses plotted are formed by taking averages over

realizations of rival prices (conditional on pj) rather than by holding rival prices constant.

They do, however, provide a convenient aggregate measure of in-sample fit with respect

to aggregate price responses. As illustrated in Figure 4, model fit along this dimension

appears reasonably good except at very low prices, at which aggregate price responses tend

to be underpredicted. This may be due in part to our model’s omission of product-specific

advertising effects, which may be more prevalent at very low prices. For the vast majority

of observed prices, however, the model fits well.

Finally, Figure 5 plots observed versus predicted market shares week-by-week over our

120-week sample. While our model matches long-run trends in market shares reasonably

well, it generates substantially less week-to-week variation in market shares than is observed

in the data. Fit in this dimension could potentially be improved by, for instance, including

product-specific advertising, displays and coupons as reduced-form utility shifters. In our

10This construction ignores some information present in household histories but (by definition of the
stationary distribution) should be essentially correct in aggregate. Simulating household histories directly
generates essentially identical predictions.
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Figure 3: Weeks since purchase versus market share, top six brand-sizes
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Figure 4: Own price versus market share, top six brand-sizes
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view, however, such “reduced form” advertising effects lack clear economic interpretation,

and in practice their inclusion does not substantially alter our qualitative findings. We

therefore focus on the baseline model without advertising in what follows.

4.4 Comparing models of reference behavior

We conclude this section with a head-to-head comparison of four alternative reference specifi-

cations: no reference effects, only product-level reference effects, only category-level reference-

effects, and both product- and category-level reference effects. Estimates for the first and last

of these have already been reported; estimates for the other two specifications are presented

in Tables 7 and 8 in the appendix. For each of these specifications, we evaluate in-sample fit

and out-of-sample predictions. For in-sample fit, we report separate fitted log-likelihoods for

each of our G = 4 estimation groups over our full 120-week sample. For out of sample pre-

dictions, we estimate our dynamic model using data on only the first three reference periods

defined in Section 3.3. We then use the resulting estimates to form predicted likelihoods for

the final estimation period in each market. Results of both exercises are reported in Table

6.

Considering first in-sample fit (Panel a of Table 6), we observe at least two interesting

patterns. First, while it is of course expected that more flexible models exhibit better fit,

the differences in this case are quite substantial: the model without reference effects is

strongly rejected against any alternative including reference effects. Second, the model with

category-level reference effects fits substantially better than the model with only product-

level reference effects.

Moving to the more demanding out-of-sample test (Panel b of Table 6), no specification

unambiguously dominates any other. Interestingly, the most flexible model (including both

classes of reference effects) does not in this case perform best; on aggregate, the model

including only category reference effects does substantially better than any other. Depending

on how one weights in-sample fit versus out-of-sample predictions, this could provide a
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Figure 5: Own price versus market share, top six brand-sizes
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Table 6: In-sample and out-of-sample model fit

(a) In-sample: fitted log-likelihoods over full 120-week estimation period

Sioux Falls, SD Springfield, MO Whole
Reference specification N ≤ 3 N ≥ 4 N ≤ 3 N ≥ 4 sample

No reference effects -28245 -19545 -20231 -14724 -82745
Product reference effects -28188 -19518 -20086 -14634 -82426
Category reference effects -28133 -19483 -20115 -14664 -82394
Both reference effects -28128 -19479 -20042 -14613 -82263

(b) Out-of-sample: log-likelihood in final reference period using estimates from first
three reference periods

Sioux Falls, SD Springfield, MO Whole
Reference specification N ≤ 3 N ≥ 4 N ≤ 3 N ≥ 4 sample

No reference effects -4897 -3387 -13439 -9692 -31416
Product reference effects -4951 -3414 -13456 -9693 -31514
Category reference effects -4959 -3431 -13345 -9648 -31375
Both reference effects -4961 -3429 -13417 -9661 -31468

rational for focusing on only category-level reference effects as suggested by Koszegi and

Rabin (2006). Taken as a whole, however, we view Table 6 as encouraging evidence regarding

the explanatory power of models incorporating reference behavior.

5 Long-run versus short-run price responses

It is well known that dynamic forward-looking behavior can lead long-run price responses

to diverge from short-run price responses in an economically important fashion – see, for

instance, Erdem et al. (2003) and Hendel and Nevo (2006; 2013) among others. Note,

however, that reference effects may induce a similar phenomenon: even in a static context,

the counterfactual effect of a price change depends crucially on whether or not this change is

reflected in consumer expectations. In this section, we quantify the interaction of dynamics

and reference effects in shaping our assessments of short-run versus long-run effects. In

particular, how do long-run price responses differ short-run price responses in our dynamic
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model with reference effects? And how do these differences compare to those implied by our

benchmark dynamic model without reference effects?

Toward this end, we define the short-run response of demand for product j to pj based

on the following thought experiment. Suppose that the price of product j ∈ J changes in

one randomly selected period to price level pj ∈ [0.59, 1.59], holding household expectations

constant. How, on average, does the market share of product j in the deviation period

change with respect to the one-period deviation price pj? The resulting one-period demand

schedule traces out the short-run responsiveness of the demand for product j with respect

to pj.

Meanwhile, we define the long-run response of demand for product j to pj via the following

thought experiment. Suppose that the price of product j ∈ J changes permanently to price

level pj ∈ [0.59, 1.59], with household expectations updating to reflect this change. How does

the long-run market share of product j change with respect to the long-run price pj?

Figures 6 and 7 plot short versus long run price responses for Heinz 32oz derived from

our dynamic estimates with (Table 5) and without (Table 4) reference effects. Vertical axes

in these figures represent probabilities that a randomly selected consumer within a given

preference type will purchase Heinz 32-oz conditional on visiting a store on a given day.

Horizontal axes represent the price of Heinz 32oz, plotted on a five-cent grid from $0.59 to

$1.59.11

Examining Figures 6 and 7, we observe three key patterns. First, consistent with prior

findings in the literature, both models suggest that short-run price responses are more elastic

than long-run price responses. Remarkably, however, the predicted divergence between short-

and long-run responses is roughly an order of magnitude larger in the model with reference

effects than in the model without. In other words, accounting for reference behavior can have

dramatic implications for understanding household price responses, even in models yielding

similar short-run price responses.

11Virtually no prices above 1.59 are observed for Heinz 32oz in our data.
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Figure 6: Long-run versus short-run responses to price of Heinz 32oz, dynamic demand
model without reference effects
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“Short-run price response” traces the demand response to a one-period price deviation, holding price expec-
tations and reference distributions constant. Long run price response traces the demand response to setting
a single fixed price for Heinz 32oz, with price expectations and reference distributions updating to reflect
this change.
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Figure 7: Long-run versus short-run responses for Heinz 32oz, dynamic demand model with
both product- and category-level reference effects
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“Short-run price response” traces the demand response to a one-period price deviation, holding price expec-
tations and reference distributions constant. Long run price response traces the demand response to setting
a single fixed price for Heinz 32oz, with price expectations and reference distributions updating to reflect
this change.
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Second, in the simple dynamic model virtually all divergence in long run versus short

run price responses happens at low purchase prices: households respond to unanticipated

low prices by purchasing more this period. In contrast, once we account for reference effects,

long-run price responses diverge from short-run price responses for both high and low prices.

Intuitively, when household choices are driven largely by departures of prices observed from

prices expected, correctly anticipating either low or high posted prices will dampen price

responses relative to the no-updating short-run baseline.

Finally, recall that we find that households in Sioux Falls, SD are relatively more gain-

seeking (or less loss averse) than households in Springfield, MO. This is reflected in Figure

7 by very large short-run price responses for households in Sioux Falls for households near

the bottom of the price distribution. This suggests that unexpectedly low prices may yield

substantially larger demand responses in Sioux Falls than in Springfield. Although we do not

pursue this question further here, it would be interesting to explore the pricing implications

of this fact in future research.

6 Conclusion

We extend a standard discrete choice demand model as in McFadden (1973) to accommodate

a model of expectations-based reference effects in the spirit of Koszegi and Rabin (2006).

We estimate this model using panel data on household ketchup purchases, finding evidence

of substantial reference effects. We then extend this simple static model to a fully dynamic

setting additionally accomodating limited attention and forward-looking search, finding ro-

bust evidence of estimated reference effects even in this substantially richer model. Finally,

we explore the interaction between reference effects, forward-looking search, and dynamic

purchasing, finding that reference effects substantially magnify the divergence between short-

and long-run price responses.
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Table 7: Full dynamic demand model, only product-level reference effects

Market Sioux Falls, SD Springfield, MO
Size of household 3 or fewer 4 or more 3 or fewer 4 or more

Parameters of utility function
δ+1 : Product reference gain 1.9281∗∗∗ 0.2628 0.0000 0.0000

(0.2705) (0.3539) (0.2623) (0.2346)

δ−1 : Product reference loss 2.3023∗∗∗ 2.3660∗∗∗ 4.3243∗∗∗ 3.6130∗∗∗

(0.2994) (0.3255) (0.2483) (0.2529)
α1,1: Price × DY [0− 10k) -1.9051∗∗∗ -2.7496∗∗∗ -3.3925∗∗∗ -2.7988∗∗∗

(0.1502) (0.2066) (0.1892) (0.2108)
α1,2: Price × DY [10− 20k) -1.8087∗∗∗ -2.6616∗∗∗ -2.6038∗∗∗ -2.5203∗∗∗

(0.1400) (0.1813) (0.1440) (0.1477)
α1,3: Price × DY [20− 30k) -1.5735∗∗∗ -2.6724∗∗∗ -2.3100∗∗∗ -2.2934∗∗∗

(0.1402) (0.1830) (0.1413) (0.1436)
α1,4: Price × DY [30− 40k) -1.6432∗∗∗ -2.4723∗∗∗ -1.6831∗∗∗ -2.2658∗∗∗

(0.1439) (0.1777) (0.1431) (0.1467)
α1,5: Price × DY [40− 50k) -1.5858∗∗∗ -2.5415∗∗∗ -1.7791∗∗∗ -2.4801∗∗∗

(0.1484) (0.1812) (0.1557) (0.1539)
α1,6: Price × DY [50− 75k] -1.3633∗∗∗ -2.3107∗∗∗ -1.2599∗∗∗ -1.9007∗∗∗

(0.1413) (0.1764) (0.1577) (0.1532)
α1,7: Price × DY [Over 75k) -1.1909∗∗∗ -1.5464∗∗∗ -1.6116∗∗∗ -0.7235∗∗∗

(0.3771) (0.1857) (0.2440) (0.1985)

Parameters of category attentiveness function

γ0: Intercept -3.3983∗∗∗ -3.5666∗∗∗ -3.7640∗∗∗ -3.9394∗∗∗

(0.0926) (0.0868) (0.0864) (0.1176)
γS : Weeks since purchase 0.2703∗∗∗ 0.4236∗∗∗ 0.2408∗∗∗ 0.4441∗∗∗

(0.0334) (0.0350) (0.0327) (0.0451)
γS2 : (Weeks since purchase)2 -0.0156∗∗∗ -0.0309∗∗∗ -0.0125∗∗∗ -0.0289∗∗∗

(0.0028) (0.0031) (0.0028) (0.0039)
γU : Lagged attentiveness 0.2386∗∗∗ 0.3901∗∗∗ 0.1907∗∗ 0.2536∗∗

(0.0758) (0.0735) (0.0828) (0.1110)
γA: Category advertisement 0.1594∗∗∗ 0.3397∗∗∗ 0.5633∗∗∗ 0.6638∗∗∗

(0.0340) (0.0417) (0.0398) (0.0456)
γC : Category coupon 0.7691∗∗∗ 0.7571∗∗∗ 0.6217∗∗∗ 0.5269∗∗∗

(0.0257) (0.0306) (0.0306) (0.0380)
γD: Category display 0.5658∗∗∗ 0.5276∗∗∗ 0.5080∗∗∗ 0.4934∗∗∗

(0.0407) (0.0455) (0.0360) (0.0416)

Log likelihood -28188 -19518 -20086 -14634

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 8: Full dynamic demand model, only category-level reference effects

Market Sioux Falls, SD Springfield, MO
Size of household 3 or fewer 4 or more 3 or fewer 4 or more

Parameters of utility function

δ+0 : Category reference gain 4.0084∗∗∗ 2.9360∗∗∗ 3.3597∗∗∗ 2.8833∗∗∗

(0.3056) (0.2604) (0.3212) (0.3301)

δ−0 : Category reference loss 0.8281∗∗∗ 1.1350∗∗∗ 1.5168∗∗∗ 0.7487∗∗∗

(0.1516) (0.2395) (0.1876) (0.2106)
α1,1: Price × DY [0− 10k) -1.4953∗∗∗ -1.9973∗∗∗ -2.9518∗∗∗ -3.3654∗∗∗

(0.1545) (0.2321) (0.2157) (0.2715)
α1,2: Price × DY [10− 20k) -1.3841∗∗∗ -1.8630∗∗∗ -1.7962∗∗∗ -2.4571∗∗∗

(0.1428) (0.2069) (0.1764) (0.2095)
α1,3: Price × DY [20− 30k) -1.0625∗∗∗ -1.8275∗∗∗ -1.4292∗∗∗ -1.9374∗∗∗

(0.1474) (0.2102) (0.1693) (0.2062)
α1,4: Price × DY [30− 40k) -1.1052∗∗∗ -1.4627∗∗∗ -0.6554∗∗∗ -1.7405∗∗∗

(0.1502) (0.2062) (0.1740) (0.2124)
α1,5: Price × DY [40− 50k) -1.0688∗∗∗ -1.5209∗∗∗ -0.7016∗∗∗ -1.8603∗∗∗

(0.1527) (0.2135) (0.1906) (0.2242)
α1,6: Price × DY [50− 75k] -0.6730∗∗∗ -1.1175∗∗∗ -0.0001 -1.2472∗∗∗

(0.1531) (0.2128) (0.1869) (0.2154)
α1,7: Price × DY [Over 75k) -0.6861 -0.2687 -0.1855 -0.0001

(0.4392) (0.2202) (0.2495) (0.2727)

Parameters of category attentiveness function

γ0: Intercept -3.4896∗∗∗ -3.6687∗∗∗ -3.7716∗∗∗ -4.0452∗∗∗

(0.0874) (0.0816) (0.0864) (0.1096)
γS : Weeks since purchase 0.2597∗∗∗ 0.4003∗∗∗ 0.2364∗∗∗ 0.4095∗∗∗

(0.0321) (0.0328) (0.0325) (0.0421)
γS2 : (Weeks since purchase)2 -0.0150∗∗∗ -0.0289∗∗∗ -0.0122∗∗∗ -0.0266∗∗∗

(0.0027) (0.0029) (0.0028) (0.0036)
γU : Lagged attentiveness 0.2454∗∗∗ 0.3908∗∗∗ 0.1851∗∗ 0.2567∗∗

(0.0745) (0.0711) (0.0829) (0.1080)
γA: Category advertisement 0.1622∗∗∗ 0.3422∗∗∗ 0.5661∗∗∗ 0.6709∗∗∗

(0.0327) (0.0396) (0.0396) (0.0439)
γC : Category coupon 0.7600∗∗∗ 0.7494∗∗∗ 0.6222∗∗∗ 0.5196∗∗∗

(0.0249) (0.0298) (0.0305) (0.0364)
γD: Category display 0.5542∗∗∗ 0.5211∗∗∗ 0.5123∗∗∗ 0.5193∗∗∗

(0.0395) (0.0442) (0.0357) (0.0404)

Log likelihood -28133 -19483 -20115 -14664

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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